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This presentation has been prepared for the Actuaries Institute 2015 

Actuaries Summit.  

The Institute Council wishes it to be understood that opinions put forward 
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responsible for those opinions. 



The plight of insurers 



Australia’s Obesity Epidemic 

1980 

7%* 

1995 

17%* 

2025 

37%* 
projected 

2011 

27%* 

* Based on BMI 

• Over 5M adults are 

obese 

• 14M (63%)are obese 

or overweight 

• 66% have nil or 
inadequate physical 

activity 

Source: Australian Health Survey 2011-12 (ABS); Monash Obesity and Diabetes Institute; 

Future prevalence of overweight and obesity(Victorian Dept. of Human Services)  

National Burden 

Obesity costs to the 

Australian economy 

have been estimated at 

$58 Billion pa   
Source: Access Economics, 2008 

Insurance Burden 

• Class II & III (severe) 

obesity is 35% of the total 

• Class II and III 

prevalence growing  at 

2x and 3x the rate of 

Class I respectively** 

• Indicative cost*** on life 

retail books: ~$300m pa 

**  “Prevalence of class-1, class-II & 

class-3 obesity in Australian adults”,  

Keating C, Backholer K, et al 

*** Based on 9.5% prevalence @ 

+50% loading 



What’s the Big Deal? 
1 Obesity is a primary risk factor for 

many chronic diseases 

2 The delay between the onset of 

obesity and claim incidence 

masks urgency…  Obesity causes:   

• 44% of diabetes patients 

• 23% of the ischemic heart disease patients    

• 50% of stroke patients result from high blood 

pressure, of which obesity is a primary risk 

factor 

• in depression it is a bi-directional association: 

people with obesity had 55% increased risk of 

depression; and depressed people were 58% 

more likely to become obese 

• The claims impact is yet(?) to be seen for 

Life Insurers, very visible in Health 

• “Hope Strategy”: Life Insurers do nothing 

to manage risk through time… 

• Implications for offers to future insurance 

customers 

“Australia’s elevated obesity 

rates are a cancer time bomb” 
~Cancer Council Australia 



It’s worse than we think… 

Weight Distribution by BMI and WC, Australian Males • Tanamas et al observed 

obesity prevalence by both 

BMI and Waist Circumference 

(WC) in 4,457 Australian adults 

• Obese BMI = 27% 

• Obese WC = 48% 

• Severely obese = 21% 

• Only 22% healthy weight (2012) 

• Indicative Insurance burden: 

~$800m pa 
Tanamas SK, Shaw JE, Backholer K, et al. Twelve-year weight change, waist 

circumference change and incident obesity: the Australian diabetes, obesity 

and lifestyle study. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2014 Jun;22(6):1538-1545 



Asleep at the Wheel? 
Has the Right to Review Rates created 

a False Sense of Security?  The typical 

safety valve found in policies: 

“…Future premium rates are not guaranteed to be 

the same as current rates.  We reserve the right to 

change these for all policies in a group…” 

The sheer magnitude of the deterioration in population health means 
this strategy will FAIL 

Fatal Flaw: “policies in a group” no longer 

represent a homogeneous pool of risks… 

when the disparity gets wide enough the 

required “average” rate rise will be sufficient 

to trigger classic Anti-Selection 

After the fact… too little, too late… 



Technological advancements are changing the game …  
• The market for wearable fitness sensor devices is exploding 

• Internet of Things – for just the consumer segment, projected 

to grow from 2.9B in 2015 to 13.2B devices by 2020 (Gartner) 

• Continuous, rapid evolution – at-home cancer testing (eg 
MEasure by ModeDiagnostics for bowel cancer) 

• Threat: Information Asymmetry – low cost, specific, private 

• Opportunity: Insurance Proposition - better health outcomes, 
positive self-selection opportunities, improved relevance and 
tangibility 

Disruptive Technology 



Kicking Profitability “Own-Goals”  

Source: “Group Insurance – the industry response”, (LIWMPC), Land, 

Thornley et al 

• Group Insurance is the 
standout…$Billions lost 

• Income Protection claims 
experience still an issue 
– A repeat from the late 90’s / 

early 00’s 

• Self-inflicted: rich benefit 
design; unrealistic pricing 

• Where is corporate memory 
in all this? 

 



But wait, there’s more… 

• Outrageous advice scandals 

• Exorbitant cost of acquisition 

• Declining customer loyalty 

• Abysmal sales performance 

• Over-bearing risk/compliance mindset 

• Self-admission: Transformation projects 



A Brave New World 

Issue: Life Insurers are on the 

wrong side in every point 

“Everything changes when we move from an 

industrial economy to an information economy” 
~ Aaron Levie, Founder, Box 

Industrial Information 

Slow Agile 

Risk-oriented Consumer-oriented 

HQ-based, process 
centric 

Mobile, distributed 

Expensive Cheap 

Closed Open 

Analog, one-size-fits-all Digital, smart, predictive 



The New World is “strange” 

• Companies don’t know who their competitors are going 
to be…Google making driverless cars; Bitcoins; Amazon 
with a fleet of drones 

• Big data and predictive analytics mean we can see 
things we never would have before: 
– Amazon have a patent to ship orders before you’ve 

bought them.  Don’t know which house, but know the 
area.  Working towards delivery in hours or minutes 

– Target know if you’re pregnant 

– In fact, everything from early retirement reduces your life 
expectancy to vegetarians miss fewer flights! 



Get used to disruption 

• It will be continuous.  Competitiveness is going to 
be driven by how quickly you can learn and 
disrupt your own business model 

• Continuing time compression…staying relevant.  
Cable losing subscribers to on-demand services 
like Netflix.  Relentless need for speed 

• Labour displacement …eg driverless cars impact 
on taxi, buses, freight…will we need car insurance 
anymore? 

• Relevancy is king = topic, person, time and place 



Pandora: Extreme Personalisation 

• How it works: 
– Login, register (data collection) 
– Give name of one song, artist, genre 

… song is best … the seed 
– They queue the next 80.  You thumb 

up/down which creates feedback 
loop to refine 

• #ThumbMoments – within 
moments of thumbing up a song, 
some fans are instantly connected 
via video chat for a live, one on 
one performance from the artist 

 



Pandora: the Music Genome Project 

• CEO says they are not a music streaming 
company…the value of the company is in the 
data 

• Every piece of music can be described with 450 
attributes…employees listen and tag songs all 
day, every day 

• Music is very compelling, emotive…create a 
“fingerprint” of preferences and behaviours 
– Can predict to 90% confidence who people will vote 

for in an election! 

 



Summary: Life Insurers are textbook 

case for Short Fuse, Big Bang* disruption 
• Biggest cost (claims) under 

relentless pressure 

• Proposition takers, not makers – 

repeating mistakes of the past 

• Declining loyalty 

• Declining sales 

• Still doing things the way we did 

100 years ago 

• Days/Weeks to put a policy on 

the books 

• Complexity and fine print 

• High cost of acquisition 

• Distribution scandals and loss of 

trust 

• Risk obsessed 

• Myopic decision parameters 

• Mass market approach / lack of 

personalisation 

• Self-Admission: the need for 

Transformation 

• Out of touch with consumer 

sentiment 
* Deloittes: “Digital Disruption, Short fuse, Big Bang?” 



The Wellness Fallacy 

Is Wellness 
too good to 

be true? 



Myth 1: People will act  

in their own best interests 

• Millions of dollars are spent on Education and 
Awareness every year 

• The Rand Report confirmed virtually all 
Corporate Wellness programs in the US fail to 
effectively reduce health risks in employee 
populations 

• The problem is not knowing what to do, but 
making it a compelling choice day in and 
day out 

Awareness Education + 
Behaviour 
Change = 

So Much Effort … 

…So Little Gained 



Myth 2: Wearables will save the day 

No Panacea: 

• One-third cease within 

6 months 

• 60% have stopped 

using all up 

• Why? 

• Commoditised 

• Lacking deep 

engagement 

attributes 



Myth 3: Wellness isn’t about Wellness 

• Traditional wellness doesn’t work 

because it fails to keep attention: 

 Fragmented 

 Inconsistent 

 Episodic in delivery 

 Fails to provide sustaining 

motivational properties 

• The single most critical objective 

is to solve the Engagement 

Gap… You are competing for 

“Mind Share and Time Share”  



Myth 4: Targeting the At-risk is Optimal 
The Traditional Wellness Approach… 

 

 

 

 

• Narrow – alienates the fit-active and 

transformational 

• One-Dimensional – disease management 

• A Casino Play – betting on big-change 

regimen compliance…low success 

Average Risk Reduction 

Big Change 

The Social Economics Approach… 

 

 

 

 

• Broad – relevant to all customers 

• Multi-Dimensional – lifestyle optimization 

• De-Risked – multi-dividend (loyalty, lead 

generation, claims, costs,…) creates 

commercially viable strategy  

Average Risk Reduction 

Small, Growing 
 Change 



Myth 5: Wellness is a Business Strategy 

Product 

Management 
Marketing Sales 

Risk 

Manage

-ment 

Service 

& 

Admin 

Claims 

Pre-Market New Business In Force Claim 

The usual Wellness 
starting point for 
an Insurer…  

Wellness is not a Product Feature 

Problem: leads to narrow, 

ineffective Product tweaks …  

All segments of the Value Chain culminate in Claims 



Myth 5: Wellness is a Business Strategy 

Product 

Management 
Marketing Sales 

Risk 

Manage

-ment 

Service 

& 

Admin 

Claims 

Pre-Market New Business In Force Claim 

Perpetuate 

Selection Effect 

Loyalty 

Business 

Mix 

Acquisition Costs 

“It’s the Data, Stupid”  
~with apologies to President Clinton 

Less Invasive 

New Channels 

Ignite 

Conversion 

Manage thru’ 

Time 

Design/Pricing 

Innovation 
Hyper-

Personalise 

Profitable 

Customer Offers 

Fraud Toolkit 

Triage 

Harness Likes 

Transform CVP 

Predictive 

Analytics 

Reduce 

Cost Base 

Conversations 



Wellbeing: a Formula that does work 

Fun Easy  
To Start + + Rewards = Social 

A person’s health is socially influenced.  No matter how great the 

education and resources, to move someone forward in their wellbeing 

journey, they need motivational tools with sustainable properties. 

 

LEAP4LIFE is an open, agnostic, virtual aggregator of all active healthy 

lifestyle behaviors, which takes this approach to engage, motivate and 

reward people for living a fit-active lifestyle. 



The Keys to Organic Engagement 
• Personal Relevance: formation of the fit/well economy 

that becomes habitually part of your every day 

• Gamification: technologies make health social, 
rewarding, and fun 

• Recognition: motivational influencers that reinforce 
and intrinsically drive behaviours 

• Status: creates vesting in the ecosystem so that it is 
harder to leave than to stay 

• Rewards: earning power provides instant gratification 
and makes it contagious 

• Social Engagement: creates accountability, inspires, 
and connects like-mindedness 

• Goal Setting: creates purpose, momentum and leads 
to achievement 

• Data: create context and relevance for all the healthy 
living data you generate 

 



Discussion 



The 3 Big Take Aways 

1. Today’s life insurance business model is 
outdated – belongs in the Old World 

2. The Information Age is upon us, data companies 
will dominate and disrupt 

3. Wellbeing is a business strategy - riding the data 
wave to : 
– create context and relevance,   
– bridge the social and cultural contradictions we see 

in the world, and  
– build in resilience and sustainability of profit streams 


